Abstract
Introduction
The widespread use of smart mobile devices with continuous connection to the Internet has fostered the development of a variety of successful location-based services (LBSs).Even though LBSs can be very useful, these benefits come at a cost of users' privacy. For instance, user's political beliefs can be inferred by specific information such as duration of stay in a specific building occupied by political parties. Therefore, in order to provide safe and reliable location-based services, user's privacy should be guaranteed.
Numerous researches have been studied to solve the privacy issues arising from the use of LBS. One of current research elaborates on dummy-based anonymization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A dummy-based anonymization tries to blur a user's exact location by generating a cloaking region which includes a query issuer and k-1 other dummy locations. One of the recent cloaking-based approach is 2PASS (2-Phase Asynchronous Search) [7] . 2PASS is based on a notion of voronoi cells and each cell contains one object that is the nearest neighbor of any point in its cell. The user can fix the cloaked area to the voronoi cell of the nearest neighbor object, if he/she knows the voronoi cells in advance. In 2PASS, a K-NN query consists of two steps. First, the user requests the voronoi cell information corresponding to the query. Secondly, it selects objects to request. However, 2PASS suffers from
Related Work
Recently, considerable research interest has focused on preventing identity inference in LBSs. The main concern is to allow the mobile user to request services without compromising his/her privacy. We can categorize them into four approaches that (a) spatial cloaking, (b) obfuscation, (c) dummy-based anonymization, and (d) encryption.
Spatial cloaking ensures a user's location is mixed with at least k candidates. It collects k users' locations and sends the minimum region including those k users to the server as a query instead of the user's exact location. However, these methods need to pool users' locations, and they thus assume a trusted third-party server to mediate interactions between the users and the LBS server [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , or use peer-to-peer collaboration between mobile users [13] . In addition, it is difficult in practice to deploy a completely safe thirdparty server. Further, these methods fail to anonymize a user's location if there are insufficient numbers of users around him/her.
Obfuscation replaces a user's location with a near-by intersection or building to obscure his/her real location [14, 15] . However, if there are no appropriate targets around the user, the substitute location is far from that of the user, which degrades the quality of the LBS.
The third approach generates dummies and sends their locations with the actual user's location to the server [2, 3, 5, 6] , as was described in Figure. 1. It outlines an example where a user is issuing a query asking for near-by hotels within 1km; this approach sends the user's location with the locations of dummies. The LBS provider then returns lists of hotels that are close to each of the locations in the query (the user's and dummies' locations). The user can choose a hotel from the list by ordering results based on the distances from his/her location.
Figure 1. Example of Dummy-Based Approach
Finally, we note that other existing techniques include cryptographic protocol-based approaches [16] [17] . Based on a specific transformation fully known only to the clients, the server processes user queries without the ability to decipher exact user locations. The drawback of such techniques is that the query results returned by the server do not offer correctness guarantees.
Proposed Method
The proposed method anonymizes a user's location with all the dummies based on Shokri et al.'s framework [18] in a real environment. This section first presents some assumptions and definitions about LBSs, next discusses how to achieve anonymization and query in a real environment, then describes the implementation in detail, finally analyzes the communication cost. , where parameter pos is the mobile user location, parameter r is the cloaking radius, parameter d is the query radius, parameter k is the number of required return and parameter Req denotes user-specified predicates. We call such a query Q the original query. With the location dummy approach, the original query is typically converted into a query Q′= (Pos, r, d, k, Req), where the Pos consists of k dummy locations, and Req is the original query predicate that applies to all k locations. We call query Q′ a location privacy query, since it hides the user location. DEFINITION 3. (T) T is composed of a collection of triple (u, r, d), where constituents in the triple correspond, respectively, to:
I. user ID: a value can uniquely identify a user. II. repeat: repeat is equal to the number of intersection, as showed Figure. 4. For the two groups of user's position data, we compare their distance with k 2 times. If distance is less than d (d represents query distance), we make repeat plus one. III. distance: here's distance is not two users' real distance, but based on statistics. This distance can be calculated in two ways: the first way will see the sum of k 2 group distance from two users as the distance, we call this as summation method; the second finds minimum circle center, which contains each user k group position data, and then calculate the center distance between the user and the target user as two users' distance. We call it as circle center method. each other. This assumption is easy to prove, because if two users has closer position, the greater number generated in a hidden area of the dummy location falls within the scope of the query. ASSUMPTION 2. For the same number of the repeat, the smaller user distance, the closer to the target user. Here distance means the statistical distance.
Privacy-Area Dummy Generation Algorithms
There are two kinds of way to generate dummy locations, at random and in control. One way is to generate the dummy locations totally at random. Besides, we are interested in the other approach for generating the dummies that aid in satisfying some conditions, too. The paper thus propose two privacy-area dummy generation algorithms. The one algorithm uses a ran
Random-Based Dummy Generation:
The random dummy generation is easy. We just need to generate k points within a given cloaking region. The algorithm, called RandomDummy, is shown in Algorithm 1.The algorithm first initializes an empty set P (line 1).Then, it randomly generates k dummy locations, and enters all positions into a set P (lines 2-6). Finally, it returns the position set P. Point distribution looks like the example in Figure. append pos i to P 6:end for 7: return P
Figure 2. Distribution of Dummy based on Random

Circle-Divided Dummy Generation:
To understand the idea behind the circledivided dummy generation, consider the example in Figure. 3, where k = 7 and pos is the user location. All dummy locations are constrained by a circle centered at position pos with cloaking radius r. Every dummy location pos i is determined by random r i and θ. All positions are distributed in such a way that all θ s are equivalent.
The algorithm, called Circle-Divided Dummy, is shown in Algorithm 2.The algorithm first initializes an empty set P (line 1).Next, it calculates the angle θ between any consecutive position pair (line 2).Then, k dummy locations are generated as discussed already: their distances to the circle center pos are constrained by random r i , while they are scattered evenly in terms of their angles with respect to pos (lines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Finally, having generated all dummies, dummy location set P is returned.
Algorithm2 Circle-Divided Dummy Input: user position pos, anonymity k, cloaking radius r Output: dummy location set P 1:P←ϕ 2:θ←2π/k 3:for i from 0 to k-1 do 4: r i ←random(1)*r 5: pos i,x ←r i *cos(i*θ)+ pos x 6: pos i,y ←r i *sin(i*θ)+ pos y 7:
append pos i to P 8:end for 9: return P
Figure 3. Distribution of Dummy Based on Circle
Anonymity Query
Under normal circumstances, by comparing the distance of the two points with predetermined threshold, we determine whether a spot is in close proximity to another point with a certain range. In the proposed method, however, in order to anonymize, without the user's true location, we can't directly calculate. More worse, due to the lack of true location, this method could not find any meet the requirements, so we have to consider other methods. In the paper, we suggest a method based on Bayesian statistics. Assuming that the two users' anonymization location distribution as shown in Figure. 4, when the user A pos i is used to inspect whether user B is within the region d, to find user B, we cannot arbitrarily determine whether the true location of B is in the range of A. And we need to further calculate the pos i+1 .By k 2 group of data comparison, we are still unable to accurately determine whether the true location of B is in the range of A. Fortunately, through the Bayesian estimation, we can use the transition probability to make the best decision, although there exists a certain error. Through establishing a Bayesian model and training it, we can hypothesize whether B is within A range. In the experiment part, we will in detail introduce the Bayesian model process and performance. 
4. Server-Side Processing
Having received a location privacy query Q′= (pos 1 , pos 2 , …, pos k , r, d, K, Req) from a mobile client, the server processes this according to predicate Req, and returns K results.
Each user sends k anonymization locations to the server, if the server directly compares them the computational complexity will be O(Nk 2 ) (N is the user scale ), causing a great processing burden. Therefore, in order to speed up the server processing, the paper propose a telescopic search method. Telescopic search method consists of QuickSearch algorithm and AccurateCompare algorithm, and it works as follow. First, randomly select a position data from the target user and other users separately. Next, make a comparison in a larger range D. If distance is less than D, the next step will accurately compare. Otherwise, it is impossible to meet proximity, and to be discarded. Since most users do not meet proximity with the target user under the given conditions, the proposed method can cut down the computational complexity to tend to O(N), greatly reducing the calculation.
We have mentioned rough query radius D above, then how do we determine the D? To understand the idea how to determine the range of D, consider the example in Figure. 5. Red and brown solid is cloaking area, where hide the target user and other users separately, and red diagonal line is query range, and blue diagonal line is error range. As we know, we have: D>d+r (1) If a certain distance is greater than D between the target user and other users, they will be impossible to meet proximity relationship. So this user won't be the user we need, and it does not make sense to make a further comparison. Obviously, we must meet the condition (1), when we consider the value D.
Figure 5. Quick Search
As described above, server-side processing is divided two parts. Next, we will discuss the implementation in detail.
The algorithm, called QuickSearch, describes how to search, and it is shown in Algorithm 3.The algorithm first initializes an empty set S (line 1).Next, server randomly The AccurateCompare algorithm first initializes empty set S and T (line 1). Next, server gets target user' position data from location privacy query Q′ (line 2). Then, for each user in S, server compares their distance with target user, records the repeat, and calculates the distance (lines 6-17). Then, if the repeat is more than 0, server adds a triple to T, otherwise continue (lines 18-23). Then, server sorts T by primary keyword repeat ascend and secondary keyword distance descend (line 25).Then, server packages the first K in T as a result set (line 26). Finally, R is returned.
5. Communication Cost Analysis
Upstream Communication Cost:
With a 2D location taking up 8 bytes, the size of a raw request containing a total of k locations is expressed as: |Req raw |= 8k (2) Restructuring a raw query request by putting all x coordinate values in front of y values, the cost can be reduced to roughly 16√ .
Downstream Communication Cost:
Let R i be the result that corresponds to the ith position in query Q′. In previous methods, the size in bytes of a raw result message without packing is: res raw =8 ∑ =1 (3) With the packing described in reference [3] , the result message size shrinks to:
(4) However, in proposed method, the result message size is reduced to R, because it don't need to return independent data.
Performance Analysis
1. Setting for Evaluation
In this section, we will present the performance of the proposed K-NN query. Table 1 shows the experimental environment. During the experiments, we use the simulated data set. we compare our work with the exiting approach PAD [3] (Since the method [5, 6] only consider the use of real situations, and not improves algorithm performance , and therefore we don't compare with them)in terms of response time and bandwidth size. The response time can be defined as how quickly the server returns the result set after receiving the query. The bandwidth can be defined as page size that encloses objects. The parameter settings are summarized in Table  2 , with default values given in bold. 
2. Communication Cost
The proposed method just reduces the downstream communication cost, so only the downstream communication cost is analyzed here. Figure.6 shows that under different anonymity k, the server returns the message size in bytes against the PAD and proposed methods. The PAD not only returns the real requirement, also return extra k-1 useless results, thus resulting in a tremendous waste of bandwidth. However, the proposed method is able to avoid this problem very well, and only returns the results client needs, significantly reducing bandwidth utilization. 
Result Accuracy Rate
In the previous part, we describes that the results are calculated based on Bayesian statistics. Therefore, not all KNN results are just what client wants. In other words, it will perhaps bring some errors. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the accuracy of the query results.
As is showed in Figure. 8, the dummy generation based on circle-divided (b) (d) (f) (h) (j) performs better than that based on random (a) (c) (e) (g) (i). Combined with summation method, the circle-divided dummy generation can get the higher accuracy. The reason is that the distribution from circle-divided dummy generation keep more stable and uniform than random-based, and corresponding distance is closer to the real one. Eventually, it has a better performance. However, the disadvantage is not hidden so well. In contrast, random-based dummy generation distributes more casual and hides better. Unfortunately, from Figure. As previously mentioned, the accuracy of the query results is influenced by user density, anonymity k, cloaking radius r, query radius d and nearest neighbor number K. Next, we will analyze these factors how to work. Figure 8. (a) (b) shows that as K increases, the accuracy of results is also rising. The reason is that when K is large enough the random impact becomes very weak. Next, Figure 8 . (c) (d) report that as the anonymity requirement k grows, the result accuracy doesn't improves significantly. But when k is too small, the accuracy would produce a big fluctuations. Because too small k cannot search the whole proper points in the scope, resulting in an unstable results. Then, Figure 8 . (e) (f) (g) (h) indicate that as the ratio of r/d is larger, the result accuracy becomes the higher. However, a bad situation is when the ratio r/d is more than 1, the accuracy will drop dramatically. The reason is that when r is very close to d, it will cause great probability that generating dummy locations deviate from user original location, and an extreme case is that all the dummies fall on the cloaking area border. While the ratio does not weaken the effect, results will cause errors dramatically. Figure 8 (i) and (j) describe that user density has an important influence on the query results for circle center algorithm, but not very clear for summation algorithm when combined with the circledivided dummy generation.
5. Anonymous Area Achieving Variance
The paper adopts two evaluation criteria to measure the performance of summation method in terms of satisfaction with anonymity.
Anonymous Area Achieving Variance-r (AAAV-r):
This metric was aimed at measuring the satisfaction rate for anonymous area requirements. We discuss the anonymity of service requests where the size of the anonymous area during the simulation time. The AAAV-r is defined as the variance of the location of the speculation (different r) and the true location. Thus, the greater the AAAV-r, the better the location anonymity.
Anonymous Area Achieving Variance-k (AAAV-k)
This metric was aimed at measuring the satisfaction rate for anonymous area requirements. We discuss the anonymity of service requests where the number of the dummy location. The AAAV-k is defined as the variance of the location of the speculation (different k) and the true location. Thus, the greater the AAAV-k, the better the location anonymity. Figure 9 (a) shows that when using Ritter's algorithm to estimate target's true location with dummies, the greater cloaking area, the greater AAAV-r. Obviously, the large cloaking radius provides more uncertain, and make a good hide. In reality, when cloaking radius up to 1km, the proposed method can protect user location privacy very well. However, according to Figure 9 (b), data shows that the greater k don't contribute to cloaking with effect, so it is no mean producing more dummies. But in order to keep the accuracy, enough dummies are necessary. 
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a novel dummy-based KNN query anonymization method in LBSs with Bayesian model, which can effectively reduce communication cost. In addition, we report two dummy generation algorithms that take into account privacy. At the same time, we propose a telescopic search method for the result query, which can greatly improve the processing efficiency of the server. At last, we show an empirical evaluation and validate the proposed method is effective in offering area-based location privacy. Of course, the proposed KNN query is based on transition probability and Bayesian statistics, so there exists a certain degree of error. The paper in the experiment section analyzes how the factors affect the error. As for how to choose the better parameters to further minimize the errors in specific cases, it will be the next direction we focus on.
